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With high-speed development of computer hardware, computer software and 
graphics technology, animation creation by a computer become a more popular 
method in the field of creating animation. In recent years, with the widespread use of 
motion capture devices, which generate a lot of realistic 3D data of body movements. 
The devices are widely applied in many fields such as animation generation, computer 
game and medical simulation etc. The motion capture data is provided by high-rate 
samplings which are acquired at up to hundreds of frames per second on average. 
Moreover each frame of motion capture data contains ten even dozens of rotating 
information of joints.  The data turnover is so huge, therefore it becomes a very 
important to choose a more effective way to store and browse all these data. The 
massive capture data need to be compressed, stored, retrieved and browsed in order to 
further reuse. For this convenient purpose, it makes more meaningful for extracting 
the key frame from motion capture data. 
This dissertation studies the domestic and foreign existing key frame extraction 
method based on motion capture data, especially the key frame extraction method of 
adaptive sampling. In order to satisfy the requirement for both real-time and high 
compression ratio, this paper presents an improved algorithm of adaptive key frame 
extraction. The main research work of this dissertation is: 
(1) It researches and analyses the human body movement. According to the 
movement data of motion capture data file-BVH file, it converts the data represented 
by Euler angle into quaternion, which means using quaternion difference represents 
the difference of body posture. Then further, it extracts key frame from movement 
data. 
(2) In the key frame extraction algorithm, there is a threshold which let the user 
to decide. In order to achieve system’s real-time and for the need of pose motion 
editing, the threshold should be set automatically by the adaptive method. Then it 
designs an effective algorithm which extract key frame form motion capture data. 
(3) It makes the improved key frame extraction algorithm as an experiment to 
test the real-time of system. The experimental results demonstrate that, this method 
can extract the key frame from motion capture data effectively and more perfectly 
meet the requirement of the real-time data compression. 
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Liu 等[7]根据设定的阈值采用加权帧间距来对各帧进行聚类，将 N 帧运动数
据聚类到 K 个群集合中，并将各个聚类的首帧作为关键帧。Park 等[8]则先用 PCA
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